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Introduction

Architecture Definitions

This architecture reference paper examines the most common ways to
monitor modern telecommunications networks, and highlights the pros
and cons of various monitoring architectures. Both practical and
innovative recommendations to increase the overall effectiveness of
throughput processing of your current management tools and practices
are covered. In addition, design guidelines for future implementation of
network management tools and technologies to extend your network
monitoring and network visibility coverage are reviewed.

Centralized Monitoring/Centralized Tools/Centralized Network Core
Gigamon Solution: GigaVUE-TA1 traffic aggregator/GigaVUE-HD8
Visibility Fabric™ chassis
Typically implemented in a smaller-sized operator, this monitoring
architecture consists of:
• A system of monitoring where the TAP and aggregation functions
are more commonly found at the network core and where the
analytic function is also centrally located
• Traffic from low intelligence network TAP points is brought back to
the core to be analyzed en masse
Usually high-density, chassis-based solutions are deployed in the
core to be able to handle the amount of traffic that is trunked from
the network edges. There is little use of intelligent functions or
filtering that takes place at the edge of the network.

centralized monitoring architecture/centralized tools
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Decentralized or Distributed Monitoring/Centralized and/or Decentralized
Tools/Centralized Network Core
Gigamon Solution: GigaVUE-HB1/GigaVUE-HC2/GigaVUE-HD Series
Visibility Fabric node with Flow Mapping® and GigaSMART® packet
modification, transformation, and intelligence technologies
Large operators may commonly implement a monitoring
architecture with:

Usually several forward aggregation points are used to reduce the
data as it comes from the edges towards the core. This approach
allows for traffic to be steered around the core, with highly specific
tool functions located at the data access point and/or where ad-hoc
conditions determine data needs to be processed. Greater packet
manipulation/data reduction abilities exist towards the edge of the
network to allow for greatly reduced amounts of data to arrive at the
core tool processing site.

• A system-based approach to monitoring where the TAP and
aggregation points are dispersed across the network;
where the tools or data regeneration capability is generally
centralized; or where specialized tools are needed on an ad-hoc
decentralized basis
• Various actions (filtering or packet modification/transformation/
intelligent functions) upon the monitored traffic can take place
closer to the edges of the network, allowing less overall traffic
to be trunked to the core as well as steering data that doesn’t
need to be monitored away from the core, or to be analyzed
at the edges

decentralized monitoring architecture/centralized tools
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Hybrid Monitoring/Regionalized Tools/Distributed or Co-located Network
Core with the Access Tile
Gigamon Solution: GigaVUE-TA1 traffic aggregator/GigaVUE-HD8
Visibility Fabric chassis with Flow Mapping and GigaSMART packet
modification, transformation, and intelligence

Usually high-density chassis-based solutions are deployed in the
core to be able to handle the amount of traffic that is trunked from
the network edges. Low levels of data reduction intelligence are to
be found at the edges.

Found in mid-sized regional operators, this monitoring architecture is
typically comprised of:
• A system of monitoring whereby the TAP and aggregation
functions are more commonly found at the regionalized network
core, or where the analytic function is also regionally located
• Traffic from low intelligence network TAP points is brought back
to the regionalized core to be analyzed en masse

hybrid monitoring architecture/decentralized tools
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System Approach
A topology whereby the monitoring system is interconnected and
aware of itself, seamlessly passing along both the monitored data
and the associated metadata to the next aggregation stage along the
transport path, either through a higher layer management capability
or through interconnected trunking links, also called a WAN network
with a failure and redundancy framework built in. When the data gets
to the centralized tools, the tools appear to be directly connected to
the network segment they are analyzing preserving the link layer
visibility of the data itself.

–– Full endpoint GigaSMART modification, transformation,
and traffic intelligence capability
–– Distributed model/failsafe
–– Distributed traffic, better for Big Data
–– Right port density, right price, right feature set at the right
points of network traffic
–– Traffic steering to process traffic at the edges and away from
the core
–– System ability, system management
• Cons of a decentralized architecture

Metadata
Metadata is collected on the information being monitored on the
network link the data is flowing across. Although the monitoring layer
separates the tool layer from the infrastructure layer, preservation of
the metadata and the subsequent reading of encoded data preserves
the 1:1 link the tool layer would have if directly connected to the
infrastructure layer. Examples of metadata would be conditions upon
the tapped line itself:

Hybrid Architecture

• Packet fragments

• Pros of a hybrid architecture

• Duplicated packets
• Time on arrival/Port on arrival

–– Cost of trunking or back-hauling monitored data across a WAN
–– When two upstream links are being load balanced,
in a failure situation there may not be enough bandwidth
on the remaining link to match the needs to trunk the traffic
to the next stage

–– Ability to locate tools closer to data generating subscribers
–– Ability to minimize back hauling/WAN traffic costs as tools are
located closer to subscribers

Centralized Architecture

–– Ability to have regional groups responsible for regional tools—
specific tools can be deployed to reflect specific types of
subscribers in those areas/regional needs

• Pros of a centralized architecture

–– Distributed failure

Benefits and Drawbacks of Each Architecture

–– Better fit for the data center
–– Centralized model
–– Greater centralized performance
–– More suitable for smaller carriers
–– Lower cost/entry level solution
• Cons of a centralized architecture
–– Limited endpoint GigaSMART modification, transformation,
and traffic intelligence functions
–– No way of steering traffic around the core
–– Centralized failure
Decentralized Architecture
• Pros of a decentralized architecture
–– Distributed failure, better scale, better uptime

• Cons of a hybrid architecture
–– Multiple instances of the same tool spread around the
network—ineffective tool utilization rates
–– Non-optimized numbers of tools operating at below maximum
efficiency—ineffective tool ROI
–– Extra tool CAPEX and OPEX costs due to non-centralized
tool farm
–– Non-centralized buying and variation of purchasing decision
by region, leading to tool vendor proliferation in the regions
–– Non-centralized management/maintenance of tools
–– Due to a distributed core, no ability to steer traffic around
core—too much data coming into core
–– Lack of GigaSMART capabilities at the edge to correctly
format/reduce down data before being passed to core

–– Better fit for traditional service provider architecture
–– Better for larger carriers
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Descriptions of the Monitoring Architectures
Centralized Architecture
GigaVUE-TA1 Edge
The GigaVUE-TA1 is used for high-density aggregation of the edge links,
aggregating many links into a higher order uplink feed to the core.
GigaVUE-HD4/GigaVUE-HD8 Core
The GigaVUE-HD4 and GigaVUE-HD8 fabric nodes are used
for packet manipulation in order to modify and optimize monitored
packets before sending to the centrally located tools.
Various GigaSMART features can be implemented at this point,
since the data collected at the edges has received little
or no pre-filtering or packet manipulation, nor has any data been
reduced in the journey from the network edge to the core.
Commentary on a Centralized Architecture
This architecture will result in vast amounts of traffic being trunked
to the core, which in the long run is not sustainable. Although there
are advantages in centralizing the tools, including reducing both
the CAPEX and OPEX costs of tools, it is likely that the cost
of backhauling the traffic will largely offset the cost advantages
of centralizing the tools. Over time, as tools get more expensive
and the cost of bandwidth decreases, or stays at the same cost
but with effective pipe width increases, this method will increasingly
become more cost-effective.
Decentralized Monitoring Architecture
GigaVUE-HB1 Edge
The GigaVUE-HB1 fabric node sits at the edge and can fit into
an enhanced Node B (eNB), a street cabinet, or an upstream
controller that manages several eNB’s. At the edge of the network,
functions include filtering and/or traffic steering to remove data from
going towards the core and re-directing data to a local tool port,
mobile tool, or data store. The GigaVUE-HB1 can connect to many
eNB’s covering a locality.
GigaVUE-HC2 Concentration Points
The GigaVUE-HC2 fabric node fits at a concentration point where
aggregation of subscriber data takes place before being trunked
into the core/regional data center or regional tool cluster.
Functions at this point can include header stripping, deduplication,
slicing, and data replication for regional tools. The GigaVUE-HC2
fabric node connects to many GigaVUE-HB1 fabric nodes
downstream. The GigaVUE-HC2 connects to dozens of 1Gb streams
originating at each connected GigaVUE-HB1 or a lower amount
of 10Gb streams where concentration downstream may have already
occurred, such as would be found with small cell topology.

The GigaVUE-HC2 fabric node is also a good fit for the cable
head-end: where many IP feeds spool from various local data stores;
where downstream data feeds into the residence/business;
and where local, regional, and national video feeds arrive from
content providers.
GigaVUE-HD4 Regional Core/Data Center
The GigaVUE-HD4 fabric node monitors several high-speed links
at the core, perhaps the S-GW, MME or P-GW traffic, the Gi, Gn and/
or Sx interfaces as well as aggregates the downstream feeds from
the connected GigaVUE-HC2 fabric nodes. The link speeds here
would be considerably higher, but the number of overall links is lower.
Link speeds might be 40Gb or even a single port of 100Gb. The
GigaVUE-HD4 fabric node sits in a regional operating arm of a large
nationwide Tier1 carrier, where regional tools and resources may be
located. They connect to an upstream GigaVUE-HD8 fabric node that
monitors the transport pipes running at 100Gb between regions,
often on an Metro Ethernet ring or inter-region trunk/backhaul circuits.
GigaVUE-HD8 Transport/Inter-region Backhaul Links
The GigaVUE-HD8 monitors a Metro Ethernet fiber ring or the
inter-region trunk groups. These links run at up to 100Gb and often
several links at this speed would be used for monitored or forwarded
traffic. It is also a good fit for monitoring a nationwide video
distribution system/fiber ring where they may be many feeds that
come together to disseminate from various points around the ring.
Commentary on a Decentralized Architecture
This is the ideal method by which a modern service provider should
provide analytic support for their network. The following advantages
are clearly seen:
• Supports GigaSMART modification, transformation, and traffic
intelligence features at the edge of the network, which allows both
a reduction of traffic flowing into the local concentration point and
for the temporary installation of local tools on an as needed basis
• Reduces the cost to backhaul data as the data can be reduced
down at multiple concentration stages on the way to the core
• Allows tools to be either centrally deployed, or deployed locally
as needed
• Allows for complex packet manipulation rules, traffic steering,
and monitoring intelligence to be located throughout the network
• Allows for centralized tools such that tool costs can be
managed efficiently
• Reduces the costs of WAN infrastructure for the backhauling
of traffic
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Hybrid Architecture
GigaVUE-TA1 Edge
The GigaVUE-TA1 is used for high-density aggregation of the edge
links. At this point there are no GigaSMART packet modification or
transformation features performed such as deduplication, or traffic
intelligence features such as GTP Correlation. The function of the
GigaVUE-TA1 at the edge is primarily aggregation only, and
aggregation of a high number of links into a higher order uplink feed
to the core
GigaVUE-HD4/GigaVUE-HD8 Regional Core
The GigaVUE-HD4 and GigaVUE-HD8 fabric nodes are used for
packet manipulation to format monitored packets to the regionallylocated tools. Various GigaSMART features are implemented at this
point, since the data collected at the edges has received little or no
pre-filtering or packet manipulation. Nor has any data been reduced
in the journey from the network edge to the regional core.
Commentary on a Hybrid Architecture
This is where the network core or the tools are decentralized,
allowing for distributed groups of centralized monitoring where
the Visibility Fabric node is located with a set of regional tools.
The GigaVUE-TA1 is used for high-density aggregation of the edge
links. The GigaVUE-HD4 or GigaVUE-HD8 fabric node with
GigaSMART technology is used for packet manipulation to format
monitored packets to the locally attached tools.
This architecture will result in the proliferation of tools throughout
the network. Although much of the cost of backhauling traffic across
a WAN is mitigated with operational cost reductions realized,
the need for multiple tools at the multiple regional core processing
sites offsets the savings from the reduced need to backhaul traffic.
Over time, as tools become more expensive, this architecture
is the least effective at keeping pace with a modern service provider’s
monitoring/analytics needs.

Implications for Tool Locations and Tool Costs
With a distributed system, tools can be centralized, greatly increasing
network-wide visibility while reducing the amount of traffic both
trunked back to the core (transport costs reduced) and the amount
of traffic that needs to be analyzed (tool costs reduced).

installation. Visibility is not truly network wide, but patchy due to the
need to trunk everything back to the core. Oftentimes a remote tool
may be connected away from the core and will not be in contact with
other tools, also putting holes into the monitoring/Visibility Fabric.

System-based/Decentralized GigaSMART Functionality
The Gigamon Visibility Fabric is a system-based approach to
monitoring. The position of the packet manipulation capability
or GigaSMART functions can be located in any of the
GigaVUE H Series platforms. Moreover, due to this same system
capability, the GigaSMART functions located in one chassis can be
used by the traffic of another if more or further packet manipulation
capability or processing throughput is needed. In this way, the
GigaSMART capability is now a distributed processing function that
is distributed across the Visibility Fabric nodes, proving the ability to
process the traffic where the traffic manipulation need arises. It can
make use of extra packet manipulation/processing throughput at
other nodes where there is available spare capacity. This functionality
is only available in topologies where all parts of the system are made
up of GigaVUE H Series Visibility Fabric nodes connected as a
system.

Specifics of Monitoring: Advocating What Features to Perform and
Where on the Network to Perform Them
Tool Location, Network Visibility, and Traffic Intelligence Feature Location
The type of monitoring/analytic/instrumentation architecture that
the service provider has installed—commonly referred to as a tool
rail—dictates where tools are physically located, which traffic
reduction features are required, and where they are to be installed
on the tool rail. For example, if a distributed monitoring architecture
is installed by the service provider, it is likely that each phase
of the tool rail will reduce traffic on its way to the core,
or steer traffic around the core altogether.
Local fault finding can be enabled with local tools gained through
local visibility. This is where a tool is connected at the edge
of a network for example, but could also be connected where there
is a Visibility Fabric node. Alternatively, with a Gigamon Visibility
Fabric, the tools can be centralized and the data gathered from either
the edge of the network or from various other parts of the network
and tunneled to where the tools are located through a tunneling
protocol which preserves the integrity of the monitored data.

In a centralized system, everything is trunked back to the core and
therefore there is minimal ability in the edge nodes to reduce the traffic.
The cost of transport and the tool costs are maximized, even though
the centralized monitoring system is in a minimal monitoring
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Depending on the monitoring network architecture, different types
of Gigamon GigaSMART features will be leveraged at different parts
of the monitoring network. For example if there are various different
types of centrally located tools, it may be necessary to format each
tool data stream to suit the specifics of each tool. Some tools can
handle encapsulation headers and some cannot; some tools can
directly correlate GTP traffic and some cannot.
If the monitoring network’s function is to get regional data
to a regional data center where the tools are located, it’s more likely
the edge will have very little GigaSMART capability, perhaps apart
from de-duplication and edge filtering, and leave the core to perform
the GigaSMART capabilities needed. In a distributed monitoring
system, where the tools are centrally located, more GigaSMART
capabilities can and should be located at both the edge and the
concentration points of the network.

Specifics of Monitoring: Key Considerations
Data Reduction for Monitoring
As networks carry more traffic—especially with the paradigm that
subscribers are now uploading the same amount they are
downloading, and in combination with video taking prominence
as a communication type—the width of the pipes needed to carry
the traffic are increasing exponentially. Not only is the backhaul
increasing, but all parts of the network are struggling with the radio
access network (RAN) being a point of focus.
Distributed Monitoring Architecture Advantages
To extend the operator’s business runway and to continue
the longevity of the existing tools the operator already owns,
monitored traffic across the network must be reduced.
Gigamon recommends that a distributed monitoring architecture
be adopted for the very largest networks, whereby monitored data
can be reduced at a number of steps and via several different
functions before it arrives at the core. This allows for present speed
tools to be “front-ended” and not only be connected to the much
larger pipes, but also to have their effective processing throughput
greatly increased. Through a series of Gigamon GigaSMART features,
a 1Gb tool may be all that is needed to monitor a 10Gb pipe and a
single 10Gb tool enough to monitor a 100Gb pipe.
Distributed Monitoring Architecture
With a distributed tool architecture deployment, much of the data
is passed directly to the tools. Over time, the tools will not be able
to keep up and further visibility node infrastructure will need
to be installed to reduce down or front end the tools located
throughout the distributed tool network. This method of monitoring

is highly inefficient in Big Data networks, with operators moving
to a distributed monitoring system/centralized tools architecture
and where a greatly reduced amount of data is backhauled across
a monitoring WAN to the central tool location.
GigaSMART Technology Features and Benefits
It can be greatly inefficient to have an analytic tool perform
processor-intensive packet manipulation features in software
as frequently happens. Packets are dropped and, more significantly,
the tools ability to analyze the data it collects is severely diminished.
A better methodology is to allow the monitoring layer, which
Gigamon calls the Visibility Fabric architecture, to take care of such
packet manipulation, replicating, filtering, slicing, data reduction,
and correlation at line rates in hardware driven by firmware.
Monitoring Layer for Improved Efficiencies
This methodology maximizes the throughput processing capability
of the attached tools, while guaranteeing the integrity of the data
stream by forwarding each and every packet, collecting statistics,
preserving the metadata, and reducing down the actual amount
of traffic the tool needs to process. All in all, there are significant
CAPEX and OPEX advantages for removing the packet manipulation
need from the tool directly and moving them down to the monitoring
infrastructure layer. Throughput processing has been shown
to double in many cases while the actual amount of data being
sent to the tool is reduced by up to 80%. This allows an operator
to vastly extend the life of a tool by many years.
Traffic Intelligence Advantage
Gigamon offers many features with its patented GigaSMART
technology by reducing the amount of data sent to a tool
and modifying the packet to perfectly fit what the tool is expecting.
GigaSMART technology performs extremely complicated data
intelligence with features such as GTP Correlation and subscriberaware sampling. This provides a way to overcome very real
problems associated with the increase of Big Data and the inability
of the tools layer to match the increases in traffic the subscribers
are sending across the network.
Reliability
Reliability of the monitoring network is paramount—especially when
determining the problem with the production network when a fault
situation occurs. For example, there is little point in using a commonpurpose networking switch to gain access to traffic when it drops
packets going to its SPAN/mirror ports as the network processor
inside it rises above 50% utilization. Often, a fault situation will cause
great amounts of traffic to be added to a network, immediately rendering
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the monitoring network useless to find the issue. As a direct result,
there is no network visibility—downtime is extended, subscriber
satisfaction decreases, churn increases, and subscriber-acquisition
costs rise dramatically. This directly affects the bottom line
of the operator’s business, which can prevent them from investing
in the next generation of network technology—whether that be
service revenue generating or traffic load-sustaining technologies.
Importance of Designing for Visibility
Gigamon believes that each important network segment should
be directly tapped and then aggregated to allow the monitoring
network to have the base level of visibility that is needed to both
help prevent and to remedy a large outage situation. In the event
of a Gigamon Visibility Fabric node failure, there are dual control
cards and multi-path forwarding capabilities that help keep the data
flowing in the event of a failure to the tool location, whether
decentralized or centralized.
Visibility Fabric Management—GigaVUE-FM (Fabric Manager)
System Management
Since the Visibility Fabric is essentially an overlay network, it can
grow with the needs of the business. As more nodes are deployed,
it increasingly becomes important to manage the fabric.
Large organizations will want to deploy and manage the assets such
that all devices are running similar software, perhaps with similar
configurations from one location to another.
Gigamon’s GigaVUE-FM (Fabric Manager) provides a centralized
view across both physical and virtual Visibility Fabric nodes
and offers asset management and configuration control.
As new releases are available, GigaVUE-FM can deploy these
releases across the network from a single location.
The primary applications for GigaVUE-FM are to:
• Provide centralize operations configuring, directing and
controlling traffic

Tool Cost
One school says that tools should be decentralized and be tied
to regional network infrastructure, regional data centers, or
distributed cores. There is certainly an advantage in doing this from
the fault perspective, since there are plenty of regional backups.
However, the cost of this data security is extremely expensive,
since multiples of the same tool much be purchased, operated,
and managed across the network. As a direct result of this tool
decentralization, there is little in the way of front-ending that is done
before the data arrives at the tool other than basic aggregation
and possibly some filtering. Therefore the tool vendor argument
of “just buy another tool” is often heard when the existing tools run
out of bandwidth/throughput processing ability. The operator has
no alternative other than to keep buying more and more tools.
This is clearly not a model that either scales, takes into account
the needs to process big data nor does it take into account the more
recent need for a wider range of more specific tools to analyze
the Customer Experience Management (CEM) aspects of modern data.
Backhaul Cost
In the second school of thought the main detractor is the need
to trunk or backhaul traffic across a WAN to a centrally located tool
farm. This approach solves many of the problems described above,
but it does introduce some unique issues of its own.
Let’s look at the advantages first. Costs are vastly decreased
by the ability of a single tool to be able to process the data collected
from multiple regions. With the advent of front-ending, the tool’s
effective throughput processing capability is substantially increased
as the tool not only gets to see only the traffic it needs to see,
but also it sees that traffic in the exact format it expects to see
the traffic in. All onboard processer cycles can be dedicated to
analytic processing as opposed to wasting on packet manipulation
and formatting. CAPEX and OPEX are greatly reduced and,
to a certain extent, regional failures can be avoided or reduced since
there will be a pool of interconnected analytic processing capability
at a central location.

• Allow centralized backup capabilities to store critical configurations
• Enable concurrent software upgrades across hundreds of physical
or virtual nodes across the system
Tool Cost Vs. Backhaul Cost
There are two schools of thought about the cost of tools versus the
cost of backhauling the data.

Finally, two detractors have to be thought through. The first
is the cost of trunking the data to the central tool location.
This is often offset and is a positive factor since the cost reduction
resulting from distributed tools is removed. By the correct
and appropriate reduction of data, the actual WAN overhead
is greatly reduced—and the WAN trunking argument is often
much less impactful than initially thought. Secondly, when a failure
of the monitoring network does happen, monitored analytic data
may be sent over a secondary path along with pre-existing monitored
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data. The link bandwidth may be undeterministic and could
momentarily be larger than the link can carry, which may result
in the loss of data. This can be avoided by engineering
the appropriate amount of failover network/link bandwidth.

Conclusion
For non-national Tier 2 carriers, look at the cost tradeoff between
trunking your data to a central location versus the costs of
distributed tools.

Case studies/Use Cases: Which Types of Carriers Should Use Which
Type of Architecture

Conclusions

Example 1: A Carrier Moving From a Prior Generation 4G Distributed Data
Scheme (WiMAX to LTE)
This carrier started with an early 4G system whereby its subscriber
data was not trunked back through the core. Initially a distributed low
density solution was installed that had a tool located at the edge
of each access site. This system very quickly became overwhelmed
and was not able to provide monitoring information regarding use
trends and CEM type of statistics back to a centralized core.
The cost of the distributed tools quickly became a problem
as did the throughput capacity of the existing monitoring solution
when the system was moved to become centralized.
The carrier removed the initial system, downplaying its role as edge
aggregators with limited smart capabilities. A full distributed
monitoring system capability was installed and the tools centralized
to one location. Due to the ability to have packet modification
and traffic intelligence features distributed throughout the network,
the reduction in costs of future tools outweighed the cost of
backhauling the data over a WAN.
Conclusion
Large Tier 1 carriers should chose a full system-oriented distributed
monitoring capability where the tools are centrally located sitting off a
common tool rail.
Example 2: A Tier 2 Carrier Whose has Co-located Their Network Edge With
a Decentralized Packet Core
This carrier started life as an MVNO and became facilities based.
Several distributed cores were set up where there was large density
subscribers located at the network edge. The carrier deployed
regional tools to suit the analytic needs of their regionalized network
since they did not own enough bandwidth capacity to trunk over
a WAN. The carrier began evolving its network to become
a Tier 1 and at the time the costs of the WAN were below the costs
of distributed/regionalized tools. The carrier decided to make the
move from a regionalized network with distributed monitoring system
to a central monitoring system where the tools are centrally located.

Carriers and operators can now chose the correct monitoring system
architecture that suits their needs, based on the existing deployed
system architecture, how and where they have deployed previous
installs of analytic tools, as well as to suit where and how it sees
traffic rising as new services are deployed.
Gigamon provides both a centralized and decentralized monitoring
system where the metadata is preserved, where tools can be directly
connected to many and various network segments even though
the tool might physically be located thousands of miles away.
Network intelligence can be centralized, decentralized, or both—
allowing the carrier to deploy exactly the tools where they are needed
and preserving the ability to have ad-hoc monitoring points spread
throughout the network as trouble arises.
Gigamon’s stable of GigaVUE H Series Visibility Fabric nodes now
gives the carrier the right port density, the right packet manipulation
capabilities at the right price point, and at the correct locations
in the network, to allow for either a centralized tool deployment
scenario or a decentralized tool deployment capability to provide
the best return for each monitoring dollar invested in the network.

About Gigamon
Gigamon provides an intelligent Visibility Fabric™ architecture
to enable the management of increasingly complex networks.
Gigamon technology empowers infrastructure architects,
managers and operators with pervasive visibility and control
of traffic across both physical and virtual environments without
affecting the performance or stability of the production network.
Through patented technologies, centralized management
and a portfolio of high availability and high-density fabric nodes,
network traffic is intelligently delivered to management,
monitoring and security systems. Gigamon solutions have been
deployed globally across enterprise, data centers and service
providers, including over half of the Fortune 100 and many
government and federal agencies.
For more information about the Gigamon Visibility Fabric architecture
visit: www.gigamon.com
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